Alyth Golf Club

Summary
This report has been prepared following several conversations with
Alyth Golf Club and following a brief visit made in early February and
an extended visit made on April 5th 2018, during which a full course
walk was undertaken, focussing on greens but also giving some
attention to other areas, examining soil profiles of greens, and
discussing the agronomic considerations of the golf course with the
Head Greenkeeper. My conclusions are as follows:
Alyth Golf Club has a course of considerable potential in being able to
offer an engaging game of golf in a lovely heathland setting, and
should be able to deliver a ‘dry and firm’ golfing experience. There are
however several aspects of the golf course that at present mean this
potential is going unmet. The greens have become wet and soft due
to an accumulation of organic matter in the surface, and in several of
them there appears to be a significant problem relating to water
movement through the soil profile. These issues can be addressed
through a renovation programme and attentive greenkeeping, and
significant improvement should be seen within a couple of years if
appropriate action is taken.
The situation of the wet greens and other areas of the golf course is
severely hampered by the extent to which trees have come to
dominate the landscape at Alyth, in all likelihood contrasting with the
original landscape dating from the original visits of Old Tom Morris and
James Braid. It is my view that the Club needs to address as a matter
of urgency the extent of the trees and the way in which they are
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‘choking’ the fine turf and the traditional heathland feel of Alyth golf
course.
The roles and responsibilities of those managing the golf course seem
to have become blurred and are the cause of considerable friction. In
my view there needs to be a concerted effort by all to professionalise
the policies, objective setting, communication and management of
the greenkeeping operation, such that clearly understood objectives
and clearly formulated programmes are developed and
communicated appropriately. This is likely to require a re-focus on who
is responsible for what, establishment of clear systems, development of
a Course Policy, and a commitment to the Continuing Professional
Development of the greenkeeping team and members of the
appropriate committee(s).
Alyth Golf Club, and its golf course, deserves to maintain its position as
Scotland’s best round of golf for £50 or under, but at present it is at
something of a crossroads and needs to make some significant
changes if its reputation is to be maintained and its potential to be
met.
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Alyth Golf Club
Location and General Description
Alyth Golf Club is a members’ club located in east Perthshire on
the northern side of the Strathmore. It was established in 1894
with a 9 hole course laid out by Old Tom Morris of St Andrews, with
an expansion in 1934 from13 to18 holes, this work by James Braid the pairing of Morris and Braid in this way represents a real asset
to Alyth Golf Club. The Club makes use of its award as the ‘best
golf course under £50’ in the Scottish Golf Tourism awards of 2015
on the website, where it also recognises the heathland nature of
the golf course, and emphasises that precision rather than
distance is required by the golfer – a reference to design style
and the approach that golfers might need to take in response to
that.
Some Agronomic Background

Soil Types and Potential for Growth
Scotland has a very well developed ‘soil survey’ which has mapped
the whole country in terms of the potential of our land to produce
agricultural output. Land is classified from 1 – 7, where class 1 land is
the most productive having few if any physical limitations, whereas
class 7 has multiple and severe limitations and essentially has no
agricultural value. Classes 1 – 3 are favoured for arable production;
classes 4 and 5 support low-intensity grazing, classes 6 and 7 are
severely limited and effectively do not support agriculture. Whilst we
might assume from this that, in terms of plant growth, ‘more is better’
we need to bear in mind that although yield is one important aspect of
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agricultural output there is also a more subtle issue of ‘quality’.
Different crop plants are more suited to different soils and other
physical factors and can produce a better quality of crop depending
upon those factors and on how the land is managed. This principle
also applies to turf management.
One of the contributing factors to Land Capability for Agriculture is soil
type, which can vary in terms of sand, silt and clay content (texture),
drainage capacity, air content, moisture retention, likelihood of
compaction, nutrient retention and supply, and soil pH. Additional
factors affecting Land Capability include climate, temperature,
aspect, steepness of slopes, potential for erosion, and stoniness. In a
golf course context all of these factors set up the potential for any
piece of land to support the growth of fine turf grasses and
subsequently the preparation of surfaces suited to the game.
Historically golf was found on links land, generally of class 5 on our 1 – 7
scale, which is formed from coastal deposits of sand that naturally
support the growth of fine grasses allowing for the reception and roll of
the golf ball. The spread of golf in Scotland in the late 19th century
brought the game to different landscapes, often more productive in
terms of plant growth, but also often less suited to the fine grasses, and
greenkeepers have been striving ever since to create the firm and true
surfaces typical of the links, often doing so in landscapes that are not
naturally suited to the grass species favoured for golf and which
therefore present challenges in creating the desired end product.
Turf Quality and Grasses
As referred to above quality is defined as ‘fitness for purpose’, and in
terms of turf quality for golf there are several parameters that are
considered as contributors to that. If we consider the function of turf is
to allow for ball roll, then we can identify smoothness, trueness and
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speed as functional quality parameters. Turf is also expected to
receive a ball from flight, rewarding a well struck shot with the correct
controlling spin, but not allowing a poorly struck shot to plug in its own
pitch mark. As such, firmness is another parameter of quality that can
be assessed. In addition to these functional qualities we also expect
the turf to look good, depending on the particular environment and
expectations of members and other stakeholders, so we make
assessments of colour, uniformity, density, definition and presentation,
known as the ‘visual parameters’.
The production of good quality turf is therefore dependant upon a
number of factors; these include the physical environment of the area
of land upon which the course is situated, the grasses which can be
supported by that environment, and the maintenance practices
employed, all of which is underpinned by the social, financial and
political culture of the Club.

Concerns at Alyth Golf Club
Following conversations with Derek Robertson and Willie Robertson,
and having walked the course with Chris Lorimer, it is understood that
whilst the course can and does produce good quality turf and playing
conditions in summer it is at other times vulnerable to lying wetter than
is desirable, particularly for a heathland golf course, leading to
frustrations and even course closures at times when it would be
reasonable to expect it to remain open. There are some greens of
particular concern (6th, 12th, 15th, 18th) however having walked the
course I have observed that there is general consistency between the
greens, so general recommendations can be made with some
specifics for those mentioned above. Very much related to issues of turf
quality is the environment in which the grasses are growing and within
which the greenkeepers are attempting to produce good quality turf;
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primary of these, from my observations, is the extent of the trees and
the issues of shading prevalent on greens on some parts of the course.
A further point related to this is the fact that Alyth can perhaps now be
viewed as lacking texture, colour, and variety in the landscape, for
example there is very little in the way of heather, broom and gorse on
the course, which would generally be considered as intrinsic elements
of the heathland landscape. In terms of course management there
appears to be some frustration about roles and responsibilities of
decision-making with regards to the greenkeeping operation, and
about the extent of any management objectives expressed, for
example, in a Course Policy Document. It is my view that greater
clarity needs to be developed in this area, with the development and
statement of objectives relating to course management, such that
clear maintenance plans can be created around these objectives.
This report will discuss these concerns through a description of the
greens and other turf areas, the identification of those factors that are
limiting to current greens performance, and will make suggestions and
recommendations concerning remedial actions and future
maintenance. It will also comment on the trees and other landscape
elements, and make suggestions relating to Course Policy and working
towards objectives that could be captured therein.
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The Golf Course
Landscape and Soils
The National Soil Map of Scotland describes the landscape of Alyth as
‘Mounds and Terraces with Gentle and Strong Slopes’, with the soil
parent material itself coming from ‘Fluvioglacial sands and gravels
derived from Old Red Sandstone sediments and lavas, and acid
schists’. This is typical of the landscape found along the Highland
Boundary Fault at the foot of the glens, where, at the end of the last
ice age, glacial melt-waters deposited their sand and gravel as they
lost momentum on encountering flat ground – further examples of golf
courses on these landforms include Blairgowrie, Kirriemuir and Edzell.
Further exploration of the maps suggests that this ‘water-sorted’ layer is
up to 60cm thick, lying over a slightly heavier layer that can give
impeded drainage in places. Soils that have developed from these
deposits are ‘brown soils’ indicating a capacity for arable production,
but with there being a lot of sand and gravel this is not of the highest
quality. This can be demonstrated with reference to the Land
Capability for Agriculture scale, where Alyth Golf Club sits on land class
3.2, meaning it has a limited potential for arable production, but would
be ideal for grazing animals. The classification of 3.2 indicates several
significant limitations that are likely to include impeded water
movement and drainage, however on the sandier soil types there are
also issues of limited water retention, low nutrient levels and acidic soil
pH.
Despite the limitations of these soils for agricultural production they are
highly valued in golf as the sandy ground and undulating landforms of
the heathlands mimic links land and can encourage growth of fine
and wiry grasses, and produce firm and dry turf. This coupled with
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undulations and interesting landforms can give excellent inland golf,
indeed Scotland’s finest inland courses including Blairgowrie,
Ladybank, Boat of Garten, and the Kings and Queens at Gleneagles
are all on this land type. As an interesting aside they gave James Braid
the canvas upon which to interpret his knowledge of the links, and the
golf played on it, and thereby to create some wonderful heathland
golf. In my opinion Alyth should aspire to be discussed in the same
breath as these courses, and whilst it might not have the grandeur and
scale of some it certainly has the potential for excellent fine turf giving
firm, dry conditions which contribute to an engaging game of golf.
Regarding grandeur and scale the golf course at Alyth sits on
approximately 40 hectares (100 acres) of land situated between the
A926 and the B954, which is a small area by modern standards, in
which course designers are looking for a minimum of 60 hectares (150
acres). It is therefore to the credit of Morris and Braid that they
managed to fit such an attractive and varied golf course into this area,
however it can also present issues for today’s golf, for example when
thinking about how holes might be extended, and about lines of sight
and safety margins for play, and it is also a consideration as to how
that land is distributed between mown and un-mown turf, bunkers,
heather, trees and other landscape features.

Greens - General
The quality of golf greens can be judged through an evaluation of
several parameters relating to function. Greens must give a smooth
and true roll of the golf ball at a speed that is appropriate to the slopes
and undulations present and to the golfers’ ability, and they must
receive the ball from a well-struck approach shot – these are referred
to as ‘functional qualities’. Underpinning these aspects of greens’
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performance is firmness, which can be thought of as the capacity to
withstand pitch-marking; firmness is related to the moisture content of
the surface, and this in turn is related to the amount of organic matter
in the upper profile. These properties of greens (and other turf areas)
can be measured, however on the morning of my visit the frost in the
ground and the wet ground conditions following the extremely wet
day of Wednesday 4th April meant that any measurements wouldn’t be
meaningful, so unfortunately the option of taking any measurements
was closed to us. (There is one measurement that I will however
recommend and I’ll return to that later in this report). In addition to
functional qualities of turf there are also the visual ones, of colour,
density, texture and uniformity. Whilst it is tempting to simplify things by
pretending that there are two sets of qualities they are completely
interconnected, very much connected to the grasses that are being
grown, which in turn depends upon the physical environment (soils,
climate) that exists and is managed, and the specifics of a turf
management programme including mowing regimes, fertiliser and
water use, aeration and topdressing.

The Greens at Alyth
There are several very positive aspects to the greens at Alyth Golf Club.
They are of interesting shapes and sizes, with subtle borrows and slopes
that could make scoring quite a challenge if there were to be
presented dry and firm. There are high percentages of the desirable
Agrostis species, or Bentgrasses, balanced with some Poa annua
(Annual Meadow Grass) and small percentages of Fescues and
Yorkshire Fog; density and colour are good on the most part, and
following the application of fertiliser that was made in the last week of
March they will pick up as the spring weather arrives. Against those
positives there are clearly some aspects that need to be improved and
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which are uncharacteristic of heathland golf, including some areas of
moss (e.g. the 10th) and a loss of density and general condition
indicating that the growing needs of the plant are not being met, this
apparent on a number of greens. Of course as we come to the end of
a difficult winter any stress to the turf will be magnified, and from that
point of view it is useful to see a course at this time of year, however it is
quite possible to improve condition and to provide turf with greater
resilience against stress at any time of year e.g. drought, heat, cold,
frost and lots of golf! Firmness is not what it should be, as witnessed by
the pitch marks left on the 2nd green – see below: why these were not
repaired by the golfers is beyond me – as if the greenkeepers don’t
have enough to do!) and some greens e.g. the left hand side of the 6th
(below) the 12th and15th, the left hand side of the 16th, parts of the 18th,
are so wet as to be badly foot-printing and are quite unstable. It will
be very difficult for the greenkeepers to produce firm, smooth and true
turf in these areas until the causes are addressed. As mentioned
earlier, firmness is directly correlated to moisture content in the soil
profile, so we need to establish any causes of moisture retention and
try to address those.

Unrepaired Pitchmark on 2nd (left), Footprinting on 6th (right) showing
softness of surfaces.
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The Growing Environment
Turf quality can be produced consistently when the right grasses are
growing in an environment that suits them i.e. in which they are
relatively free of stress, supported by a management programme that
firstly maintains that growing environment, and secondly that refines
the surfaces through appropriate maintenance. In terms of growing
environment the components of this are soils and climate, both of
which are ‘fixed’, except of course that we can manage them
appropriately at a local level.

Soils
As discussed earlier, soils have to provide many things to the plant,
namely physical stability, nutrients, water, oxygen and biological
interactions; different soils provide differently, but typically for fine turf
we are looking for sandy, slightly acid and free-draining soils.
Examination of profiles on a golf course can reveal a great deal about
the ‘water and oxygen’ part of the equation, whilst soil nutrient testing
can help us to understand what is happening with regard to the supply
of essential elements. We looked at profiles at Alyth and there is recent
nutrient data that can also be interpreted.

Profiles
Profiles were examined and photographed for all greens, and a
representative sample of three is presented below. With the exception
of the 5th green, which is of a different construction, there is a
consistency to these profiles. In the upper 10 – 20mm there has been
an accumulation of organic matter which was sitting very wet,
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exacerbated by the wet March that we have had, and the lack of
evaporation in cool weather particularly in those parts of greens to
which sunlight is not able to penetrate e.g. the front right hand side of
the 1st, and the back half of the 10th. (When water is trapped at any
layer within a soil profile it is at the expense of air content, making it
very difficult for the desirable grasses to thrive, their adaptation being
to the open, airy, light, and free-draining environment of the links and
open heathland). Beneath the organic matter is quite a sandy soil
profile that has in all likelihood built up over years of greenkeeping and
topdressing, but likely also reflects the natural materials from the site
used for construction. This sandy layer gives way to a more loamy layer
at about 150 – 200mm (6 – 8”), and right at the limit of the depth of my
soil probe we found some evidence of a layer of clay in a couple of
greens. Three representative profiles are shown below, from the 6th,
10th, and 16th greens.

Profiles from 6th, 10th and 16th greens (top to bottom) showing organic
surface layer,
sandy layer to 150mm approx., giving way to loamy soil beneath.
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This profile is not atypical of greens constructed in the late 19th and
early 20th centuries. At that time there was no automatic irrigation
systems and so greens were built to retain water to act as a reservoir;
the ‘clay saucer’ construction was just that – a layer of clay in a saucer
shape under greens, upon which was layered the soil that was to hand
and which would act as the growing medium for the grass – and the
7th at Alyth is clearly in the ‘saucer’ shape, with other greens e.g. the 4th
and 16th built with a distinct lip that would not only retain water but also
retain the golf ball on the putting surface (within reason!). There is
evidence for us to conclude that this is the construction at Alyth, so
water, in wet spells such as we are having, is being trapped in the
profile. On inspection of these profiles there was variability in the
moisture content of the profiles to depth. Not surprisingly I am sure is
that the 6th, 12th, 15th and 18th were wettest, to the extent that when the
soil probe was withdrawn it came out with a ‘pop’ almost like a cork
from a wine bottle.
In terms of water coming onto greens there is obviously that supplied
by nature through rain and snow, however water can also enter greens
through lateral movement underground or across the surface. As such,
and I’m thinking of the areas to the left of the 12th green and the left of
the 15th green, if water cannot penetrate through a hard or clayey
surface such as appears to exist in these locations then it will migrate
downhill and onto the greens in question. It would therefore be worth
looking at the nature of these areas and aerating them with e.g. the
verti-drain, or taking something more aggressive such as the
‘Earthquake’ or ‘Shattermaster’ to relieve the compaction adjacent to
greens. At best it will help the greens, and at worst is would make no
difference, although my feeling is that it would almost certainly bring
benefit. A quick internet search shows forums, videos and further
information on these types of machines including discussion of the
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potential benefits, and indeed the BIGGA Facebook page is a great
place to ask questions about all sorts of technical issues and brings
peer-to-peer support that can be very valuable.
Clearly then there are moisture retention problems in the greens at
Alyth, and these need to be addressed strategically and then tackled
through appropriate renovation and maintenance. I shall make
recommendations for this later.

Soil Analysis
Physical (sieve) testing of the soil samples from Alyth shows them to
have high proportions of sand (both greens are 97% sand) with
correspondingly low proportions of silt and clay. These fractions (sand,
silt clay) are separated according to particle size, sands being the
largest, clays the smallest. In soils where there is a high proportion of
sand (big particles) there are large spaces between them and so
water drains freely, and air replaces it as it passes through. Soils of this
type encourage the fine turf grasses and their dry nature encourages
firm and running golfing surfaces. If we have a mixture of particle sizes
the drainage is impeded as space is filled by smaller particles between
the large ones, meaning that more water is trapped at the expense of
air. These soils are usually populated by coarser-leaved grasses which
give a softer growth and softer surfaces more suited to the ‘target’ style
of golf.
The soils sampled here are very sandy, and whilst the spread of particle
sizes is fairly broad, they have great potential for growing fine turf. Due
attention needs to be paid to avoiding and relieving compaction,
through an active programme of aeration, but for a natural soil these
are outstanding. There is also an implication for top dressing, as it is
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important to try and find a sand that is compatible with this, so I’d
recommend seeking one with the majority of particles in ‘medium
sand’.
Nutrient Analysis (dated February 2016) indicates a pH of 5.6, which is
considered a little low for agricultural situations, and whilst a pH of
around 6.0 might be preferable this isn’t a disaster. What is of concern
however is the ‘very low’ or ‘low’ status of Potassium (K), Magnesium
(Mg) and Calcium (Ca), as well as some of the so-called ‘trace
elements’. These nutrients are absolutely essential to healthy plant
function and it would be ideal to have better reserves in the soil than
are present at the moment. As such I’d recommend within the fertiliser
programme that higher levels of K and Mg are added, and that a
product to address the low Ca is also used. The analysis shows a low
‘CEC’, which is a measure of the ability of the soil to hold on to many of
the important nutrients including K, Mg and Ca. The CEC of sandy soils
is naturally low, meaning they are not good at holding nutrients and
therefore requiring us to be vigilant to the possibility of the soil not being
able to provide sufficient for healthy plant growth, emphasising the
point made above, and then, as a further analysis of that, there is an
indication that the ‘ Base Saturation’ is also a little unbalanced- this is a
complex concept within soil science- however if we were to add the
additional nutrients as indicated above this should in turn address this
perceived imbalance.
One nutrient that comes out ‘high’ in these analyses is iron (Fe) – it is
commonly used to bring colour to the turf in winter, and to check moss
in the spring. It fulfils these functions very well, but there are
implications; it is my view that the pH is slightly low probably due to a
long-term use of Sulphate of Iron, and it is likely that it is this that is
causing the imbalance in Base Saturation. Whilst it is highly unlikely that
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any greenkeeper in Scotland will ‘do away’ with the use of Sulphate of
Iron altogether I’d encourage a minimal approach to its use.
Climate
Whilst Alyth is not appreciably different to other locations in the east of
Scotland with regards to climate – we have a cool and moist
temperate climate – I do have concerns about the degree of shading
to the golf course from the trees, and the microclimate being created.
It is my view that in many parts of the course these trees represent a
real limitation to what can be achieved in trying to produce good
quality turf, through the creation of a local microclimate which is
colder, wetter, and darker than open ground round about, and
therefore far less conducive to the ability to grow fine turf grasses and
produce dry and firm surfaces.
In preparing for my visit to Alyth I made a search of the British
Newspaper Archive and of the maps resource on the National Library
of Scotland to try and gather information about the nature of the land
in the earliest days of Alyth Golf Club, and to establish (if it were
possible) a historic precedent of the site being wooded or otherwise.
The Dundee Courier of the 20th September 1894 provided a lengthy
description of the opening day of the golf course as well as a
rudimentary map of the layout of the 9 holes. There was also a
description of the land:
“The course is a wonderfully level piece of moorland and is
distant to the east of Alyth perhaps a little over a mile. Looking
north a splendid view of Loyal and Barry Hills and the Barony of
Alyth is obtained. To the east the Isla and the little hamlet of
Ruthven is hidden from view by Sylvie Woods and other belts of
trees, while the southern boundary of the course is the Kirriemuir
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Road. The ground in some parts inclines a little to marshiness,
but in ordinary good weather little discomfort from this cause will
be experienced. In fact, Mr Tom Morris, of St Andrews, who
sketched out the course a few weeks ago, expressed the
opinion that the ground was capable of being transformed into
a better course than many towns of more pretensions
possessed. The surface is yielding, soft and velvety to the tread,
being mossy in nature and abounding with purple heather. The
latter, we presume, will eventually be cleared away, and Mr
Hunter, the contractor for the laying out of the course, has for
some weeks been busy with a staff of men clearing away tree
roots, whins and broom.”
Whilst there is an indication of some trees, with reference to the
clearing of roots, the emphasis is on the heather, broom and gorse,
commonly but not exclusively found on windy and open moors and
heaths, and the views from the site, suggesting it was an open and airy
place. Further evidence for it not being heavily wooded comes from
several maps of the period. The Ordnance Survey One-Inch sheets of
1897 (http://maps.nls.uk/view/74490365) shows the land to be open
heath or moorland, contrasted with adjacent areas clearly marked as
woodland. This is repeated in the 1908 equivalent map
(http://maps.nls.uk/view/74490366) although by this time the site is
identified as a golf course. A further map, this time from the 1930s, and
colour coded, again contrasts the site of Alyth Golf Club with
surrounding woodland (http://maps.nls.uk/view/74425152 ) . In
addition to these sources of evidence of Alyth not always having been
wooded I consulted the book ‘James Braid and his Four Hundred Golf
Courses’1. It contains a short account of his visit to Alyth in 1933, and

James Braid and his Four Hundred Golf Courses, Moreton, J. F. and
Cumming, I., Grant Books, 2013
1
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suggests that his six new holes, “were cut through heather, gorse and
whins”, without mention of trees. The source of this quote is not given,
however it is intriguing to speculate upon the nature of the land at
Alyth prior to the creation of a golf course, and whilst it was almost
certainly not without trees my feeling is that they would have been few
in number. There may be old photographs held within the Club that
could also provide evidence of Alyth’s original landscape, should there
be doubts about the extent and nature of tree ingress since the 1970s.
Interestingly, another of Braid’s creations, Gleneagles, was almost
bereft of trees at the time of construction as early photographs show.
The growth and changes in trees on golf courses can be the source of
friction within clubs, as change happens only very slowly, and whilst
trees can provide strategic and visual interest as well as habitat, they
can also become too big to suit the original concept of the course,
can detract from the golf, can block and damage field drains, and, of
most concern from my perspective, create major issues for the
agronomy of the turf.
It is my understanding and partial recollection (having been a junior
member at Alyth as a boy in the mid 1970s) that many of the trees
were planted during the 1970s. There are areas where the trees
appear to be more natural in their density, variety of ages and species
composition, e.g. the part of the course around the 4th, 5th and 6th, and
these may date from other periods or have become established
naturally, but in other areas, e.g. between the fairways of the 1st and
18th, 2nd and 17th, 18th and 16th, 16th and 15th, 15th and 13th, 13th and 12th,
the trees are in very regimented rows, are all the same girth, height
and species, and are causing major shading problems to some of the
greens. On the morning of my visit Chris had to hold back the golfers
until frost had lifted, but in fact on the more open green of the 2nd the
frost had already gone, whilst the frost was much slower to lift from the
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1st, 7th (a single tree causing the issue here) and the 10th. By the time
we got round the course the temperature had risen and all greens
were frost-free, however significant shading was still observed on the
12th and 15th – two particularly unsatisfactory greens.

Shade problems on 7th green (left) preventing frost lifting, and
12th green (right) towards the middle of the day.

Current Maintenance
Current Maintenance is producing a golf course that, looking at
photos, presents beautifully in summer, and I have no doubt that when
the weather is dry, warm and bright the course plays very well too.
There are however a number of areas of potential improvement.
Mowing
Currently the greens are mown frequently in summer with heights
occasionally as low as 3.5mm, and less frequently in the ‘shoulder
months’ and the winter, with raised heights. The height of 3.5mm is very
low for mature greens, and could be a cause of stress to the plant,
having a negative impact on density, root growth and resilience to
other stresses. The pursuit of greens speed is often a motivator for low
heights of cut, however other methods exist from which speed can be
generated, so I’d think about going down that route rather than
cutting at 3.5mm on a frequent basis.
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Fertiliser Use
It is my understanding that the approach to fertiliser use, including
products such as seaweed liquids and wetting agents, has been a very
traditional one, but that for the season 2018 there is a new proposed
programme that Chris wants to introduce. This now includes seaweeds
and wetting agents, and I’d very much approve of those as inputs,
and the programme has a target of 115kg of nitrogen per hectare per
year. This is quite high for a heathland, where the target might be as
low as 70kg, for example this is the rate used at Ladybank. The effect
of too much nitrogen is to create unwanted top growth at the expense
of root growth, which in turn produces surface organic matter that can
lead to moisture retention and softness. An important aspect of
fertiliser use is the rate of application. A common assumption in our
industry is that the greens of a golf course total about 1 hectare
(10000m2) in area, and fertiliser is purchased on that basis. If, however,
the greens total only 8000m2 and all that has been purchased is
applied, then there is the potential for an over-application of fertiliser of
as much as 25%. This is not desirable from the agronomic point of view,
and there is a cost implication, however a skilled greenkeeper will
calibrate the spreader or sprayer to ensure that the correct application
rate is utilised, meaning that over-application is avoided. In terms of
fertiliser use I feel there is potential to reduce the annual application of
N, however the effectiveness of this will depend on creating a healthier
soil and root environment
Topdressing
On the day of my visit there had been a recent topdressing to some
greens, using a Hugh King dune sand; it had been successful only up to
a point, the evenness of spread being affected badly by the wet
weather. A dune sand is a very fine sand and may not be the best
choice for Alyth, depending upon the type of sand within the profiles
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(this is away for testing – updated report to follow), and so some
attention will be needed to find and using the correct sand.
Regardless of sand type there isn’t a lot of evidence in the greens
profile of a regular and committed topdressing programme, and this is
something that I’d like to see introduced as a way to bring these
greens to better condition.

Aeration
The current aeration practices appear to focus on hollow coring and
occasional spiking. Whilst these make a contribution to the removal of
organic matter they are clearly not ‘on top’ of this situation at the
moment. I’d recommend a committed programme of aeration using
a variety of means to address the areas that require attention. For
example, coring and / or use of the Graden would be a good way to
reduce the existing organic matter layer, however this will need to be
complemented by something that reaches deeper into the profile,
and I’d have no hesitation in recommending use of a verti-drain and
the Air2G2 compressed-air aerator that can operate at greater depth,
in order to try and disrupt the clay layer that we believe is down there.
I think that for some of the particularly wet areas (6th, 12th, 16th, 18th) the
use of something that might be perceived as radical e.g. the Forth
Roots mini-trencher, would be something worth considering in order to
address the excessive wetness quite quickly. I had the good fortune to
visit Bathgate Golf Club on 12th April where they have faced a similar
situation and have used the Forth Roots system to significantly improve
a couple of wet greens. Whilst it leaves some scarring in the short term I
believe that this would be more than off-set by improvements i.e. drier
and firmer greens. The photo below illustrates the degree of scarring
and hasn’t yet recovered as there has been no growth, however after
two or three weeks of plant vigour these scars will disappear. I’d
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recommend speaking with Blair Young of Forth Roots and discussing
the use of this machine on parts of the 6th and 18th in particular.

‘Forth Roots’ trenching on greens at Bathgate – extent of scarring yet
to grow out.

Summary
As stated at the start of this section the current maintenance regime is
producing acceptable results for the season, however out of season
there are some real issues, and it is not addressing some underlying
difficulties. As such if some significant changes are not made then I
believe that further deterioration will occur.
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Tees and Fairways
The visit I made focussed on the greens, as this is the part of the course
where at least 50% of the game is played, and where the greatest
improvements will be appreciated. In terms of tees, from what I saw
they appear to be adequate in size and to have recovered well from
last season. Maintenance should focus on producing level surfaces
with a good coverage of healthy turf, and so the usual aspects of
mowing, aeration, use of fertilisers and moving tee markers will form the
majority of work. Appropriate use of fertilisers to facilitate recovery
without producing soft and excessive top growth is also an important
factor, especially at the end of the season. There is however rarely
enough teeing ground on golf courses to prevent deterioration as the
season progresses, so opportunities to extend tees where possible
should be taken, through a phased programme.
Fairways were very much in end-of-winter condition, and although
lacking colour and vigour they show a good composition of grasses
that have the potential to produce good surfaces for golf. As stated
earlier the essence of heathland golf is to produce firm and fast
surfaces that challenge strategy, and the potential certainly exists for
this on the fairways at Alyth, particularly the more open areas such as
the 1st. For those tree-lined and heavily shaded fairways between the
18th and 12th again I suggest that the removal of much of the shade,
coupled with a committed aeration programme, would improve the
vigour and turf health in these areas, drying them up and providing
further engagement in the golf.
Trees and Shrubs
Trees and shrubs at Alyth probably merit a report of their own, and it is
beyond my professional competence to comment in detail beyond
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my earlier comments about these, however my observations on these
are as follows.
On the side of the golf course of the 1st – 8th holes the trees have a
different character that on the area 9th – 18th, in as much as they are
planted in a less regimented way and there is a more ‘spacious’ feel to
the area and shading of tees, greens and fairways is less severe,
although still present, than in the ‘back nine’ area. There is also a
greater diversity of species and the inclusion of some broom and gorse,
although this would appear not to receive a great deal of
maintenance and has become quite ‘leggy’. As has been discussed
the trees from the 9th onwards are planted in a very regimented fashion
and have created a single ‘look and feel’ to the holes in that part of
the course, quite apart from the shading that is a consequence. There
is a lot less broom and gorse, and whilst there is a little heather near the
tee of the 15th I think it would be a reasonable expectation for there to
be a greater diversity of trees and shrubs on a golf course of this type.
Diversity brings greater visual and playing interest for the golfer as well
as greater habitat and biodiversity benefit – both considered important
aspects of modern golf course management. A relatively local
example of a richer heathland landscape can be found at Scotscraig
Golf Club, at Tayport.
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Regimented tree planting.
I mentioned earlier that Alyth is on a small site, and with so many trees
of one age and limited species composition, they are in effect now
competing for space with other potential ‘landscape elements’ e.g.
heather, gorse, mown and un-mown grass. I’d go as far as to say that
the trees cannot co-exist with healthy and functional turf, and so a
serious discussion needs to be had about which is more important to
the Golf Club, and a plan of action developed thereafter.
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Summary and Recommendations
In summary then, there are some issues facing the turf management at
Alyth, underpinned agronomically by the soil conditions – poor water
movement, low air content in greens, potentially unhealthy soil biology,
potentially unbalanced soil nutrition – all of which can be addressed
through appropriate and thoughtful greenkeeping interventions. As
such my recommendations for on-going greens maintenance are as
follows:
•

Measure the soil organic matter content at the depths of 0-20, 20-40
and 40-60mm to establish a ‘baseline’ of where these greens are.
This can be done for three representative greens and will allow a
target to be set.

•

Work in any case to reduce the organic matter content through
aeration work (coring, possibly Graden) to physically remove the
offending material; regular and light topdressing to dilute the
organic material (continue ‘as is’ at present, but work to find an
appropriate sand following soil testing); carefully manage Nitrogen
inputs to avoid generating further organic material – ensure
spreaders are correctly calibrated and make sure that fertiliser is not
over-applied.

•

Deep aerate all greens with the Vertidrain and introduce use of the
Air2G2 to address deeper compaction and the suspected clay
layer. Aerate routinely with narrow pencil tines or slit tines,
according to weather and conditions.

•

Investigate further and ideally implement minimally invasive
drainage practices e.g. Forth Roots trencher on those troublesome
wet areas e.g. 6th green.
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•

Bring in a regular programme of seaweed liquids and wetting
agents to improve the physical and biological conditions in the
greens.

•

Mow as growth dictates in the summer season, but cut no lower
than 4mm. Use careful fertiliser inputs, regular light topdressing,
rolling and regular light verti-cutting to create firmness, trueness and
speed without the need to cut too low.

•

Treat disease, irrigate and undertake other maintenance practices
as growth and conditions dictate.

•

Use localised hand methods to provide extra aeration to particularly
mossy areas.

•

In areas off the greens e.g. to the left of the 12th and 15th instigate
an aggressive aeration programme to open up the soil and allow
free water movement through those soils.

These greenkeeping practices will improve conditions to some extent,
however there is a greater need to reduce trees and improve light, air
and warmth to the important turf areas. My recommendations for
these are as follows:
•

Have a serious discussion within the Club about the type of golf
course you want Alyth to be – a tree-lined, dark, cold, wet and soft
golf course or an open, airy, bright, dry and firm golf course.

•

Establish a clear policy towards trees as a consequence of that
discussion. If the Club decides to embark on a major tree reduction
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programme it will significantly alter the look and feel of the golf
course. This might in some quarters be viewed as a negative, but it
could also be viewed as an opportunity to restore something of the
historic landscape and to create a more diverse and species-rich
(for example by encouraging heather regeneration) golf course
that plays dry and firm as a heathland golf course should.
•

Develop plans towards trees and see them through.

Conclusion
Alyth Golf Club has a delightful heathland golf course carrying
significant historical interest, set in a beautifully bright and airy part of
Scotland, blessed with wonderful views, and should offer an engaging
game of golf suited to the majority of golfers. The course is not
however meeting its potential at present, inasmuch as greens have
become wet and soft, trees have become disproportionate the
landscape in which they sit, and are having a detrimental effect of the
turf, and the wider golfing experience has become a little onedimensional. It would appear that the Club has taken its eye off the
ball with regard to setting a clear objective defining the golfing
experience that might be expected and hasn’t facilitated appropriate
greenkeeping practices. The agronomic solutions to the turf quality
issues should not be difficult to find but require a commitment by the
Club to look forward and be prepared to make some challenging
decisions about what Alyth Golf Course could and should be.
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